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contents after following the instructions in the user manual to start the device, make sure that your power outlet works by connecting another device. If it still doesn't work, don't try to disassemble or repair the device yourself, instead, take it to rowenta Rowenta Rowenta ROWENTA ROWENTA COMPACT STEAM IRON DA1560 - Use
manual - use a PDF guide download or read online. Instructions for use mode d'emploi Instructivo de operación FIRST CLASS Newest Added: DW8183U1 ACCESSTEAM ROWENTA ROWENTA IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS when using iron, basic precautions must always be followed, including: read all instructions before
using 1. Only use iron for intended use. 2. To avoid the risk of electric shock, do not immerse iron in water or other liquids. 3. Always turn off the iron before connecting or separating the iron from the power outlet. Never pull on the rope to separate the iron from the power outlet; Instead, understand the ingredients and pull on the
ingredients to separate the iron. 4. Do not let the rope touch hot surfaces. Let the iron cool completely before putting the iron away. Loose rope coils around the iron when storing. 5. Always separate the iron from the power outlet before filling the iron with water, emptying the water of iron, when the iron is not in use. 6. Do not turn on the
iron with a damaged wire or in case the iron is dropped or damaged. To avoid the risk of electric shock, do not unscrew the iron. Take it to one of the servants who is eligible for examination and repair. Incorrect assembly may lead to the risk of an electric shock when using iron after reassembly. 7. Any device used by or near children is
required to be supervised. Do not leave the iron unattended while the iron is connected or on the ironing plate. 8. Burns can occur from touching hot metal parts, hot water, or steam. Be careful when turning STEAM iron upside down – there may be Hot water in the tank. 9. To avoid circuit overload, the iron does not work on the same
circuit with another high electric power device. 10. If the extension cord is absolutely necessary, 15 amp cord should be used. The temperature of the rope may be lower and the rope is rated lower. Care should be taken to arrange the rope so that it cannot be pulled or stumbled. 11. This device is not intended for use by children and other
people who physical, Sen-sory, Rowenta ROWENTA | File type: PDF | File name: ROWENTA Compact Steam Iron DA1560 Iron.pdf | Size: 3.98 MB | Language: English download user guide select board which is adjustable height to adjust it to your height. It should be firm and strong so that you can put the ironing machine on it. The
plate should be punctured to allow steam to pass through the fabric fibers to smooth it and facilitate ironing. The ironing plate cover should also be suitable to allow steam to flow through. What is the function of vertical steam used? How do I use it? This function allows you to iron fabrics on site or on hanger. To do this, set the iron
temperature button to the maximum position.• Leave the item on a hanger and gently pull the cloth with one hand.• Press the steam control button intermittently and move the iron from top to bottom. As steam produced is very hot, it softens the fiber and removes wrinkles. Note: Never use the vertical steam function on an item worn by
anyone. Can I get steam on all settings? Yes this is because steam is created in a separate area away from the iron interior. This allows you to get steam on the lowest heat preparation, such as silk. However, when iron temperature control is set to the lowest setting the steam output control disc (depending on the model) should also be
set to a low position, otherwise water droplets may appear in the steam. How do I avoid scratching my iron itching? To avoid damaging the board, follow this advice: • Always place your iron on the rest of the heel or base (depending on the style).• Avoid ironing over abrasive elements (buttons, compressed zippers, etc.). • Never clean
your only iron plate using abrasive or metal pads. How do I avoid shiny marks on the fabric? Shiny marks can appear on some fabrics, especially on dark colored fabrics. We recommend ironing dark clothes from the inside out and using the correct temperature. If ironing fabrics mixed fiber, set the temperature for the most fragile fibers.
Important: Iron takes longer to cool than to heat. We recommend that you start with fabrics that can be settled at low temperature. What water should I use to iron you? • Tap water: Your device is designed to work with tap water. If your water is very hard (hardness is higher than 30 degrees Fahrenheit or 17 degrees DH or 21°E), mix 50%
tap water with 50% distilled water (available in stores). In some seaside. The salt content in your water may be high. In this case, use distilled water only.• Yenifer: There are several types of laxatives and mostly water can be used in the steam generator. However, some laxatives, especially those that use chemicals such as salt, can
cause white or brown spots. This is particularly the case for filter jugs. If you experience this type of problem, we suggest that you try using untreated tap water or bottled water.• Remember: Do not use rainwater, pure distilled water, pure distilled water from shops, or water containing additives (e.g. starch, perfume or water from other
household appliances). These additives can affect the properties of steam and at high temperatures, form deposits in the steam generator room, which are likely to stain your washing and cause premature aging of the device. Maintenance and cleaning How do I clean one board? • Durillium soleplate: Clean regularly the sole plate with a
damp non-metallic washing pad. For easier and non-corroded cleaning of the iron plate, use a damp sponge on the sole plate while still warm. If cleaning dirt is a problem, use a stick that is specially made to clean durillium soleplates.• Stainless soleplate: clean your only plate of iron when it is cold with a damp cloth or non-abrasive
sponge.• And + the autoclean soleplate: it is recommended to use a soft, moist cloth on the warm hard board, so as not to damage the surface. Warning: The use of iron cleaner will cause damage to the outlay coating. How do I maintain my steam generator? Before any maintenance, make sure that the device is plugged in and that the
rest of the iron and the only boiler have subsided (at least 2 hours after ironing). Do not use any maintenance or deposition product to clean the single panel or base unit. Do not hold the iron or its core unit under the running faucet. Cleaning the base unit: • Wipe the plastic parts from time to time using a slightly moist soft cloth. Keep the
boiler (once a month): • Please note: To prolong the efficiency of your boiler and avoid large-scale deposits, you should rinse the boiler every 10 uses (about once a month).• Make sure that the generator is cool and has been separated for more than 2 hours.• Slowly loosen the boiler cover. If your generator kettle contains an anti-calckey
rod, go out and rinse it under the tap before putting it back in the boiler.• Use a jug to fill the kettle with tap water until it is 3/4 full.• Shake the base unit gently for a few seconds and then empty it completely over the sink.• For best results, we recommend doing this again. If you live in a difficult water area, do it often. Most of all, do not use
any deposition removal products to clean the boiler because it can damage it. How do I de-measure my steam generator? The de-build process is not For the steam generator, however, you could rinse the boiler every 10 uses (refer to the user manual). Never use any deposition or vinegar removal factor when rinsing the boiler: they can
damage it.• Models with collector scale: rinse the underwater scale collector. The next time you use your generator, press the restart button to turn off the anti-calc orange light (depending on the model).• Models without scale collector: rinse the boiler. The next time you use the generator, press the restart button to turn off the anti-calc
orange light (depending on the model). Technical support Should I be worried about any noise from my generator? No. When you start or use a steam generator you may hear the noise of pumping or vibrating along with the clicking sound. This is completely normal, and just pump water into the boiler or open steam valve. Why does my
orange light keep flashing after I just rinsed the boiler? After rinsing the boiler, you need to press and hold the restart button for 3 seconds to stop the light flashing. The steam escapes from the anti-gauge plug valve. The anti-meter valve plug may be incorrectly tightened or the seal inside the lid has perished. Is it normal for the steam wire
to be fed during ironing? Yes. However, if you notice that the steam wire is damaged, it has been repaired by a supported service partner. The drip iron place the iron temperature to control the type of fabric to be settled and set the steam output (if the temperature control in the setting on the synthetics, the steam control must be in MIN).
Some drops of water drip on the ground during ironing. This natural iron generates a lot of steam. This steam condenses on the plate. Some water droplets can appear under the ironing plate and fall on the floor. Why doesn't my generator produce steam? If the boiler does not work or the red light on the control panel comes although
there is still water left in the tank, we suggest you check the water tank is not empty. You can also check the removable water tank (depending on the model) that is pressed firmly in place and press the restart button on the control panel. The steam output control disc can also be set at a minimum (depending on the model); So turn dial-up
to increase steam. Why does my red water light keep flashing? If your red water light is flashing there is no water in the water tank or tank is not quite or firmly pushed down. Why does my generator seem to be leaking? This can be due to:• Trying to use steam before the iron is hot enough. Depending on the model of the generator, when
ironing at low temperature, lower steam output by adjusting the steam output disk on the control panel. Wait for light on the iron temperature to get out before ironing.• Water may also be intense in the pipes You used steam for the first time or you've used it for a while. In this case hold the iron away from the ironing plate and press the
steam control button until it produces steam.• Overuse of turbo steam function can cool on the iron soles. In this case stop using turbo steam function and let the iron temperature control the light come on and explode again before using this function again.• The boiler may be very complete. Don't fill it straight up. Why does steam come
from iron or base generators when running but iron is not used? The generator safety mechanism has been activated the generator must be scanned by an authorized service agent brown strips coming out of the holes in the soles of the washing stain. • You use chemical removal products or additives in water. You should not put these
products in the water tank. If so, contact a certified service center.• Your laundry has not been rinsed enough or you are ironing a new piece of clothing before washing. Make sure that you have rinsed your clothes well in order to remove soap deposits or chemicals from new clothes that can stick iron. The painting is dirty or brown, and
has softened clothes. • Your iron is very hot, see our recommendations on temperature control settings in your product guide.• You are using starch. Spray the starch just unlike the fabric to be settled. Iron does not slip very easily. Some washing starches and synthetic fibers may stick to the surface of the iron. Please clean the iron
surface. After a short time of use, I can hear a metal sound. The interior parts may make metal noise with a change in temperature. There's nothing wrong with that. Is it normal to hear noise from time to time? Yes, that's normal. This is due to the flow of cold water to the boiler that contains hot water. What do I do if my device doesn't
work? After following instructions in the user manual to start the device, make sure that your power outlet works by connecting another device. If it still does not work, do not try to disassemble or repair the device yourself, instead, take it to the approved repair center what should I do if the power cable or cord guard of my device is
damaged? Don't use your device. To avoid any risk, you must replace it with an approved repair center. Different themes steam is created under pressure. Is there any danger? No. Pressure is at a relatively low level. Your machine has two safety systems:• Valve avoids any excess pressure, and in case of malfunction of the machine,
allows excess vapor to escape ;• Thermal wick to avoid any overheating. What is the difference between a steam generator and a steam station? The steam generator is stronger That generates huge amounts of strong steam in a separate boiler unit and pumps steam continuously and continuously through the iron in the soleplate directly
into the clothes. The benefit is that this is two halves of ironing time and produces wonderful ironing finishes. The steam plant is similar to normal iron but has a larger water tank. Water is pumped up to iron and steam is generated in iron and not a separate boiler unit. The steam output is constant but not as strong as the steam generator.
Is the lime scale a problem for steam generators? The formation of the lime scale is avoided because the water is not in direct contact with the heating element, which is located outside the tank. However, the tank should be rinsed after 10 is used to avoid lime-scale sediment. Is it dangerous to have water and electricity cables together?
No. The two cables are isolated separately; They are protected and carefully scrutinized. However, if you notice that the cable is damaged, it has been repaired by a certified repair center. What is the eco setting (depending models) for? The ECO function allows you to reduce energy consumption. This means that less electricity is used,
and therefore slightly less steam is generated. What is the function of automatic catalytic subs (according to the model)? This system prevents blockage from clogging. The active coating removes fiber and impurities that often become stuck in the plate and ends up reducing its sliding. Where can I get rid of my device at the end of life?
Your device contains valuable items that can be recovered or recycled. Leave it at a local source to collect civilian waste. I just opened my new device and I think there's a missing part. What should i do? If you think one part is missing, please contact the Consumer Services Centre and we will help you find a suitable solution. Where can I
buy accessories, consumables or spare parts for my device? Please go to the accessories section of the site to easily find everything you need for your product. What are the warranties for my device? You can find more detailed information in the warranty section of this site. Site.
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